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Introduction






Focus on what we can do 
with 10 fb-1 of data 
ATLAS will soon release new 
studies of all relevant 
channels, including new 
reconstruction software, MC, 
analysis techniques
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Main Decay Modes
Close to LEP limit: 
H→γγ,ττ,bb
For MH>140 GeV: 
H→WW(*),ZZ(*)
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Low Mass SM 
Higgs: H→γγ
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Signal to background for inclusive 
H→γγ is 3-4% need excellent Higgs 
mass resolution of about 1%
Constant term in EM resolution 
needs to be understood to ctot<0.7%
?Use cosmics, minimum-bias for first 
crude look at cell inter-calibration
?Use Z→ee for absolute EM scale and 
refined cell inter-calibration
?Need O(105) events or <1 fb-1
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Higgs Mass Reconstruction
Expect about 50% of events to have at least one converted 
photon, but can achieve <1.2% mass resolution
σ=1.36 GeV σ=1.59 GeVLow Lumi High Lumi
Events with at 
least one 
conversion
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Inclusive H→γγ
ATLAS
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Low Mass SM H→ττ
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Low Mass SM H→ττ+jets
Reconstruct Higgs mass with collinear approxim.
30 fb-1
H(→ττ→ll) +≥2jets (VBF) H(→ττ→lh) +≥2jets (VBF) 
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Main Detector Requirements
Missing ET reconstruction is a challenge (even with MC!)
Missing ET is crucial to reconstruct Higgs mass 
? Require mass resolution of <10%
? Hadronic calibration with data: combination of 
?Minimum bias (low PT depositions)
?di-jets, Z→ll+jets (γ-jet) events, W→τν for high PT depositions. 
?Enough data with 1 fb-1 to cover necessary phase space to 
calibrate detector for Higgs discovery
In order to suppress fake leptons (QCD background) to a 
level <10% of the irreducible background we need to achieve 
combined 107 rejection with lepton ID
?May be achieved for H→ττ→ll (l=e,µ)
?May achieve >104 per lepton
? Checking TDR QCD rejection estimates for H→ττ→lh
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SM Higgs: 
H→ZZ(*)→4l
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Sum of Pt of tracks around each µ in GeV
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SM Higgs: 
H→WW(*)→2l2ν
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SM Higgs H→WW(*)→2l2ν
∆φll (rad)
Strong potential due to large signal yield, but no narrow 
resonance. Left basically with event counting experiment
H→WW+0j H→WW+2j
Transverse Mass (Gev)
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Background Suppression and Extraction
Not able to use side-bands to subtract background. 
This makes signal extraction more challenging. Need to 
rely on data rather than on theoretical predictions
Definition & understanding of control samples is crucial
ttbar suppression Non-resonant WW suppression
EW WW QCD WW
Jet veto (understand low PT jets)
Semi-inclusive b-tagging or “top 
killing” algorithm
Combined rejection of >10 times
∆φll and Mll, very important variables
Transverse momentum of WW system
? Higgs production is harder
? Missing ET reconstruction plays a role 
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Summary and Outlook
Early discovery of low mass Higgs is challenging. 
Combination of multiple independent channels adds 
sensitivity and robustness to search
?One fb-1 of usable data (or less) will be needed for 
calibration and understanding of backgrounds
?Will need ~10 fb-1 to achieve 5σ for  mass range
Data-driven methods for the extraction of background 
are well defined for Higgs searches
ATLAS will soon report on re-analysis of sensitivity to 
observation of SM Higgs.
?Using new reconstruction software, calibration and 
background extraction techniques, analysis techniques, 
Monte Carlos and QCD corrections on signal and 
backgrounds
